NORMAN CORNISH
A SHOT AGAINST TIME

This story of Norman Cornish's prodigious career as an artist who
conveyed his experiences as a miner into compelling images has become
justly famous. Born in 1919, in Spennymoor, Co. Durham, Norman Cornish
was apprenticed at the age of 14 at the Dean and Chapter Colliery (also
known as the Butcher's Shop), and spent the next 33 years working in
various pits in the North East of England. Without diminishing the harsh
realities of life and work during those years, his paintings create a sense
of time and place by depicting the lyrical qualities of his surroundings in
which he is defiant.

Long before the Angel of the North, Cornish's work was loved and
admired as a symbol of the North East. For all that the mines have closed,
his work continues to be an enduring testament to a community whose
spirit survives triumphantly.
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What Art Is: A Ninty-Seven-Word Essay by one of America’s most celebrated art critics. What is it to be a work of art? Renowned author and critic Arthur C. Danto addresses this fundamental, complex question. Part philosophical monograph and part personal meditation, What Art Is challenges the popular interpretation that art is an indefinable concept, instead bringing to light the properties that constitute universal meaning.
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Contemporary artist Michael Landy
reworks his latest work, an interactive
sculptural installation motivated by the
imagery of Catholic saints and their
accompanying stories, often gruesome,
which were once part of common culture
but are now largely unknown.

In this major exhibition at The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Landy reworks
his latest work, an interactive
sculptural installation motivated by the
imagery of Catholic saints and their
accompanying stories, often gruesome,
which were once part of common culture
but are now largely unknown.
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For a major international exhibition.
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At an exciting exploration of the provocative
punk aesthetic and its incendiary influence
on high fashion, this stunning book reveals
designers have looked to the
emergent anti-establishment style to
originate new ideas of beauty and
fashionability. The catalogue accompanies a
major exhibition at The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.
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219 colour and quadratone illus.
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At the sharp end

Agnes, Russia’s first gay magazine for lesbians launched in 2006, now has a new format and a new board, and is due to be debated again in May. The magazine carries fashion features on clothing, and women’s true stories about coming out to Russia. Agnes editor, Masha Cheremnikhova, says: “We don’t want to promote conflict, we want to promote dialogue.” In December, the magazine launched a new website Agnes.ru, which is dedicated to the gay rights movement in Russia and to the community at the editor’s office.

The publishers have given the magazine on-sale-only classifications to get round laws that ban the promotion of gay sexuality. The legislation being pushed by the Putin and the Russian Orthodox Church, however, also means that it is hard to protect young Russians from such literature.

Goodreads snared up

Suzanne slow to the real American online bookshop for 160,000 shops between $10 and $1 million in sales and $1 million in monthly, including some that allow young audiences.

and print publications that are intended to protect young Russians from such literature. The legislation being pushed by the Putin and the Russian Orthodox Church, however, also means that it is hard to protect young Russians from such literature.
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THE ART OF THE DIARY

The extraordinary journals of René Gimpel recorded a personal journey through the most significant decades in Modern Art – and from *La Belle Époque* extravagance to the horrors of a Nazi concentration camp.

Several art journals of note: René Albert Gimpel (1881-1943) who revealed a natural flair for art is possibly the least well known. Known as RG within his family, his own passion for 18th century objet d’art combined with a frank and authoritative assessment of the art and artists of his time.

The partnership: The Secret Association of Bernard Berenson and Joseph Duveen (b.1858 Jewish) eloped with his own business was totally corrupt relationship with the Duveen’s (häftlinge) at the Neuengamme concentration camp. (He must have known had an illicit and problematic financial interest in the Gestapo after being betrayed by another art dealer (this collaborator was subsequently identified and punished after the war). RG’ was eventually sent on to the Neuengamme concentration camp in Germany, where he expired just days later. There are many moving testimonies to the spirit and value of RG’, who encouraged his fellow captives to the very last – a man whose existence had been one of luxury, aesthetics and champagne but who met deprivation, starvation and death with heroic fortitude and pride.

Thanks to René Albert’s grandson and namesake, the London dealer Patrick Gimpel (b.1947), the famous *Journal d’un Collectionneur* (translated and published as *Diary of an Art Dealer*) is at last available in a definitive, 4th edition. After inheriting the original handwritten MSS, René Gimpel, as ca. 1920

RG’s diary observations could be wondrous. On the continuous expansion of the Knudt gallery in New York he noted: ‘You’re looking for an engraving for $5 that you’d find on the quarry for free? You’re right, it bears a signature of inter-marrying Alsace circles all his life – and enjoyed the intimate, more or less, he must have known had an illicit and corrupt relationship with the Duveen’s (a fact first exposed in detail by Colin Simpson in 1989). The great collectors, patrons and the scion of the American family who dominated the art market prior to the 1929 crash, all features in incisive epistles and snarled aside, despite the fact his own business was totally

relic on their custom. The Rothschild family, who regarded the epitome of taste and culture, had set the standard for the neatly rich old, steel, coal and oil magnates of America – who looked to European dealers to supply the paintings, furniture and antiques which let them continue their legendary banking dynasty. It was a lucrative arrangement which flourished until the Wall street Crash of 1929. RG’s diary observations could be wondrous. On the continuous expansion of the Knudt gallery in New York he noted: ‘You’re looking for an engraving for $5 that you’d find on the quarry for free? You’re right, it bears a signature of

THERE HAVE BEEN numerous art journals of note: René Albert Gimpel (1881-1943) who revealed a natural flair for the amusing but real combined with a frank and authoritative assessment of the art and artists of his time. Known as RG within his family, Gimpel was born into a complex entanglement of inter-married Alsatian dynasty that incorporated the Wildenstein, the (Louise) Viutton, and, last, the Deweer.

The 25-year-old Gimpel was forced centre stage by the sudden death of his father, Ernest Gimpel, at the Kemptnerbacher Hotel, New York, in 1907 (the official story was diphtheria). He thus began his career in 1907 (the official story was diphtheria). He thus began his career...
The life and work of Bill Brandt

TEXT MIKE VON JOEL  MEMOIR MICHAEL BIRT  IMAGES BILL BRANDT
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To undertake a course of treatment Pronounced ‘cured’, he stayed with his wife, Eva. Later, he often went to elaborate houses at night, theatres, Turkish baths, prisons and people in their bedrooms. ‘I photographed pubs, common lodging houses at night, theatres, Turkish baths, prisons and people in their bedrooms.’

One of the [minor] criticisms of Brandt’s well-made photography today is the amount of staged images he created – unlike Brassaï, whose candid street shots were totally authentic depictions. Brandt’s wife, Rolf Brandt and friends were frequent models in his ‘set’ up scenarios. A 1933, now famous, image of a girl looking in the red light district of Hamburg at night in face his wife, Eva. Later, he often went to elaborate houses at night, theatres, Turkish baths, prisons and people in their bedrooms. ‘I photographed pubs, common lodging houses at night, theatres, Turkish baths, prisons and people in their bedrooms.’

For camera buffs, Brandt’s interest in the techniques of Citizen Kane makes complete sense. The most innovative technical aspect of the film is the extended use of deep focus. In nearly every scene, the foreground, background and everything in between are all in deep focus. This was achieved by cinematographer, Gregg Toland, through his experiments with lenses and lighting. Toland often used telephoto lenses to shoot close-up scenes. Any time deep focus was impossible, an optical printer was used to make the whole screen appear in focus (visually leveling one piece of film onto another). Another unorthodox method used in Citizen Kane was the way low-angle shots were used to display a point of view facing upwards, thus allowingounge to be shown in the background of several scenes. In 1927, Brandt went on to Vienna to undertake a course of treatment. Pronounced ‘cured’, he stayed with his wife, Eva. Later, he often went to elaborate houses at night, theatres, Turkish baths, prisons and people in their bedrooms. ‘I photographed pubs, common lodging houses at night, theatres, Turkish baths, prisons and people in their bedrooms.’
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2½ x 2½ inch negatives gave Brandt the latitude he liked for darkroom work, especially cropping. In 1944, he made a decisive breakthrough when he acquired a enlarger and brass camera with a wide-angle lens.

Instead of photographing what I saw, I photographed what the camera was saying. I photographed with my eyes, and the lens produced analogical images and shapes which my eyes had never observed, he noted at the time. The camera, a 1931 Kodak used by the police for crime scene records, allowed him to see, ‘Like a mouse, a fish or a B’. By the 1960s, Brandt was using a Hasselblad with a super-wide-angle lens to give his portraits a whole and leave the sitter rather to walk on Primrose Hill is arguably the panoply of his work in a single body of work. Combined the portrait, nude, landscape in a single body of work.

Brandt's last years were spent retracing his work in a series of books published by Gordon Fraser and teaching at the CAMERAWORK Institute in London.

In 2005, a young photographer, Michael Birt, got a rare interview with the inclusive Bill Brandt, then universally acknowledged as one of the greatest camera artists of the 20th century.

There was no overt excitement. ‘I answered, but he wouldn’t start and suggested I take the portrait. This great man was very taciturn. Brandt is a unique artist and an extraordinary polo neck sweater, he looked almost clerical.

Dressed in a dark jersey and his customary polo neck sweater, he looked almost clerical.

Every image he ever presented was special, explicit section on Bill Brandt’s work in a series of books published by Gordon Fraser and teaching at the CAMERAWORK Institute in London. (1936)

‘It is the collection of nude photographs that defined Brandt not just as a photographer, but as a world-class artist.’

In 1981 a young photographer, Michael Birt, got a rare interview with the inclusive Bill Brandt, then universally acknowledged as one of the greatest camera artists of the 20th century.
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The American artist, Ralph Gibson, is a ‘photographers’ photographer’. Not in the usual sense that he occupies some rarefied, obscure corner of the photographic canon, appreciated only by anoraks – but in the real, all-encompassing meaning of the expression. For Gibson has not only spent nearly half a century perfecting his art, collaborating with many eminent contemporaries along the way, but has consistently been generous in finding time for students, younger photographers and a multitude of institutions and organisations who ask for his participation.

Gibson’s reputation for big-hearted responses to requests for guidance and practical advice have made him one of the most popular of the acknowledged modern masters of photography working today. And as such he has been the recipient of many professional awards and honours.(1)

Ralph Gibson was born in Los Angeles in 1939. He got involved in photography, aged 17, whilst in the Navy at Pensacola, and discovered he had ‘a vocation’. He studied painting and photography at the San Francisco Art Institute throughout 1960, being fortunate enough to work as an assistant to Dorothea Lange, whom he remembers for her inspirational philosophical musings on the photographic art. Coincidently, Gibson has also had a close affinity to film, reputedly appearing as a schoolboy in movies by Hitchcock and Nicolas Ray, and later collaborating with Robert Frank on Me and My Brother in 1969. He also makes his own films today (Red Shirley, 2010 – with Lou Reed – has been screened at numerous film festivals).

Gibson’s interest in the reproduction of his work – he prints all his own images in the darkroom – led him to New York and the formation of the Lustrum Press in 1969. In 1970 he published The Somnambulist, followed in 1972 by Déjà-Vu, and in 1974 by Days at Sea. The imprint has also been associated at one time or another with Robert Frank, Manuel Alvarez Bravo, Paul Caponigro, and Robert Mapplethorpe. Probably the most famous collaboration was with Larry Clark’s hard-sulded insight into the drug underworld, Tulsa (reprinted by Grove Press, in 2000). Of photo-books, one commentator noted Gibson as saying: ‘...that the deep rich black of printer’s ink came closer to conveying [his] ideas than the silver of printing paper. He was glad to sell original prints to collectors, but he implied that the book pages holding his images were truer to his vision’. Historian Gerry Badger called Lustrum ‘arguably the best of the small American photo-book publishers of the 1970s’.(2)

From his earliest days behind the lens, Gibson has photographed women. The female nude has to be the most difficult of subjects. Every great photographer has created a portfolio of nude studies, and to try to find an original and authentic voice, whilst managing that fine line between the salacious and the poetic, and between sleaze and the erotic, requires a true masters’ eye. In addition, to maintain the visual tension and resonance over some 300 consecutive images is a mighty challenge. This large-format book, with deluxe black cloth binding, a joint project between Gibson and ace Taschen designer, Josh Baker, is a triumph. Gibson has commented that one of his key collectors already called to say he prefers the rich, velvety tones
of the book over the vintage print version to his collection. As an experienced publisher Gibson would have been an exciting client – just how Taschen prefers it! The introductory text is a conversation between CalArts grad, Eric Fischl, whose own reputation is based on his ambiguous depictions of urban nudity, and the photographer. The majority of the images in Gibson’s signature high contrast black & white and his model roster has hardly changed since the 1970s.13

Years ago, my dear friend Helnwein Newton told me that at the end of every [commercial] shoot, he would do his personal work. And I took the idea in my workshops. ‘If I take a picture of a nude woman with a face, it’s a specific person.’

I was inspired and excised by this work as it certainly seemed to parallel things I could imagine in music. Does a photograph have a sound? Maybe it depends on the viewer – but it is an intriguing thought and Ralph Gibson appeared to have pondered the question.

1. His many awards include: Latex Medal of Excellence Award (1988), 25th Year of Photography Award, Photographic Society of Japan (1988), a Gordon Milderse le Ville d’Arles Prize (1995), and the Camera Award for Lifetime Achievement (2000). Gibson also received honorary doctorates of Fine Arts from the University of Maryland (1991) and asecond honorary citizenship from the Ohio University [2000]. He was decorated as an Officier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (1991) and appointed, Commandeur de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (2005) by the French government.

2. The Photobook: A History (Phaidon, 2005)

3. I carry here Luca MV. I have two MV’s and I usually take three lenses, a 35, 50, and 90. And one body has color, one body has black and white. I use Tri-x almost exclusively, but occasionally I use Fuji. For eight work I’ve been working with Fuji Neopan 100. But they’re all wrapped in black. For colour I use Fujicolor 100. It’s a good speed negative film. I am using all my 105mm myself – so I load it in Nature & Larvy Studios.

4. In conversation with Jonas Curruthers

LINKS
www.ralphgibson.com
www.taschen.com

4.1 THE EARLY days of my own attempts at black and white photography and amide a growing collection of photo books, Ralph Gibson’s work hit me like an electric current. I feel I am a picture book hand at such, and with their beautiful displeases arrived in my head like a harmonic sequence.

This was a different kind of photography, a luminous re-imagination of life through the lens, pictures that seemed to exist outside of time. In my case I tended to this photography more with the intuition of a musician rather than as a person with a camera. These three books came as a revelation and an opening of what was possible through the camera, possibilities, in my case I had probably only imagined provoking in the realm of music. For this was not strict photography, social realism or any other standard genre but rather a re-contextualizing and transformation through sequencing and setting – let alone that each photograph was beautiful and enigmatic in itself.

I was inspired and excised by this work as it certainly seemed to parallel things I could imagine in music. Does a photograph have a sound? Maybe it depends on the viewer – but it is an intriguing thought and Ralph Gibson appeared to have pondered the question.

In 2004, the virtuoso guitarist ANDY SUMMERS collaborated with an artist whose work had been a major influence on his own development as a photographer. The result was Light Strings: Impressions of the Guitar (Chronicle Books). A decade later, and now internationally recognised as a photographer of merit, Summers applauds Ralph Gibson’s major new retrospective collection of female nudes, published by Taschen.

A SYMPHONY IN FORM & LINE

I

In the early days of my own attempts at black and white photography and amid a growing collection of photo books, Ralph Gibson’s work hit me like an electric current. I feel I am a music lover, and as an /photographer I would have it – Ralph and I. I quickly learned that, as fact, Ralph was also a musician, and an inclined scholar of all types of music. Thus began a long friendship and an ongoing dialogue about music, photography, how one informs the other and how real men play both the guitar and the camera...!

Ralph Gibson’s latest book, Nude, published by Taschen, is a masterwork. In his photographic explorations of the nude, so breathtakingly displayed in the pages of this book, we not only see a photograph but an abstraction that is easily achieved from a familiar form. Gibson’s ability to transform this original material, in this case the nude, is peerless. What we observe in this collection, and in all of his books for that matter, is not only a clear and direct visual signature but an unerring vocabulary of surrealism, formalism and abstraction, all of which united as if this is what the nude is meant to surrender.

The photographer, in his ability to re-contextualise the nude, reveals to the viewer fantastic new geometries. Gibson sometimes refers to what he calls broken focus, seeing but not seeing. There are clear examples of this in Nude, where the focus seems somehow to fail inside the body, as if reversing normal perspective. The nude in Ralph Gibson’s photography becomes a form that is in a point of departure. This is visual poetry at its purest. From the most ‘incarnate’ of these photographs rise beyond any cheap idea of titillation, poses above any sexual undertow to reveal what amounts to a new anatomical language. There are amusing references to music, formal among the pages, as if a contemporary electric violin against a bare-skinned, a female torso strewn across an acoustic guitar. On a different note it might be said that this collection of nude is an homage to the beauty of women, a paean to desire and a celebration of female beauty. This new publication is one of its finest. The quality of printing is outstanding and this retrospective by Ralph Gibson, one of photography’s greatest modern masters, may stand as the greatest collection of nude photography to date.

Text ©Andy Summers 2013

Andy Summers and Ralph Gibson, 2012

At the time that I first viewed this work, I was living in New York, and — as one would have it — Ralph and I. I quickly learned that, as fact, Ralph was also a musician, and an inclined scholar of all types of music. Thus began a long friendship and an ongoing dialogue about music, photography, how one informs the other and how real men play both the guitar and the camera...!

Ralph Gibson’s latest book, Nude, published by Taschen, is a masterwork. In his photographic explorations of the nude, so breathtakingly displayed in the pages of this book, we see a photographer create an abstraction that is easily achieved from a familiar form. Gibson’s ability to transform this original material, in this case the nude, is peerless. What we observe in this collection, and in all of his books for that matter, is not only a clear and direct visual signature but an unerring vocabulary of surrealism, formalism and abstraction, all of which united as if this is what the nude is meant to surrender.

The photographer, in his ability to re-contextualise the nude, reveals to the viewer fantastic new geometries. Gibson sometimes refers to what he calls broken focus, seeing but not seeing. There are clear examples of this in Nude, where the focus seems somehow to fail inside the body, as if reversing normal perspective. The nude in Ralph Gibson’s photography becomes a form that is in a point of departure. This is visual poetry at its purest. From the most ‘incarnate’ of these photographs rise beyond any cheap idea of titillation, poses above any sexual undertow to reveal what amounts to a new anatomical language. There are amusing references to music, formal among the pages, as if a contemporary electric violin against a bare-skinned, a female torso strewn across an acoustic guitar.

On a different note it might be said that this collection of nude is an homage to the beauty of women, a paean to desire and a celebration of female beauty. This new publication is one of its finest. The quality of printing is outstanding and this retrospective by Ralph Gibson, one of photography’s greatest modern masters, may stand as the greatest collection of nude photography to date.
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www.ralphgibson.com

www.taschen.com

LINKS

VISUAL INSPIRATION

DIVINE INSPIRATION
The multilingual mind

ROBERTO BONI'S finely transfixed Billy Bkar was hardly in sync with his major exhibitions at Tate Modern. The photographer and playwright lamented all the content, including recent images, painted contact sheets, magazine covers and previously unseen images, arranged chronologically from the 1930s to the present. But he’s now in print, in the style of artist and filmmaker Robert Macfarlane and graphic artist Tom Phillips, who have turned in 10 oversized tomes on the work of 19 th-century German photographer Karl Blossfeldt and highly imaginative emulations of wildflower models with all, transmitted through the pages of this excellent book — which comes from the famous publishers in New York, Moscow, Tokyo and Paris — and his personal memoir and asset subsidizing projects. The death of its affix of 60 years, second face, item, distinctive or considerable. Is this one of the shared great love affairs? This is already a very special book and the work of art — but it’s not quite as substantial as the original 1930s edition in its unfaithful glory.

William Klein ABC


The medium and the message

In the 21st century there really is no such thing as anyone would be understood by any pre-1950’s.

There’s no fool...
Travel with a stencil
BANKSY NEEDS no introduction. Thanks to his media savvy, everybody has to have an opinion – excluding Brian Scurr, who calls him “a total creep.” There have been numerous books on Banksy and his name has become almost synonymous with the term “street art.” Last September, it was Milton Keynes that gave him a major retrospective and introduced his visionary work to the UK on a larger scale, including this publication. 

Born in 1974 in Bristol, Pushwagner was one of the first Norwegians exposed to American Pop Art, which he saw at the Los Cauca gallery. Ren Lichtenstein and James Rosenquist were the main influences, and, as Natasha Hynes-Dodd observes, his art both a celebration and critique of American culture. Pushwagner’s collaboration with writer and poet And Janus Kol.

Beyond the limits
During the last two years, four major retrospectives have celebrated the work of Bulgarian multimedia artist, Nalio Cholakov. The Icon Gallery (Brisbane), U.M.A.K. (Ghent), Sincro Serlesario (Paris) and Fondazione-Galleria Civica (Treviso), were all invited to select one work from each of his prolific careers, from the first exhibited works in 1980 up to 2010. This book brings all these together in an ultimately more complete story, starting with humorously annotated and incredibly thorough reproductions from his studio archive.


Bulgaria has gone through major changes in these three decades, from a totalitarian regime to an entry into the EU in 2007. Säckler started making a name for himself in the early 1980s, just before the fall of the Communist regime, and he has been charting the changes in the society throughout, bringing up some simplistic questions – such as the scenery surrounding state police cars (in most other countries released into the public domain).

What becomes evident in the book is Säckler’s outstanding artistic vision and his unique way of tackling serious issues with amusing humor, such as when he made a work about a dispute between Bulgaria and Russia over the rights to manufacture AK-47 guns. Säckler wants to have his own unique trajectory, unattraditional, from the first expose of Zurob in 1980 up to 2010. This book brings all these together in an ultimately more complete story, starting with humorously annotated and incredibly thorough reproductions from his studio archive.


In a little gem of a series, Banksy has addressed the questions relating to contemporary photography, investigating the cultural issues of significant nationalization and appropriating these with parallel iconic views of how photography became a successful medium for (five) free languages. Literature, Science and Cinema – The Fugitive collectors/blood is a seductive inference of linking and artificial intuition of a triangle – 76 pp. All paperbacks with laps, 18 x 23 cm, 100 pp with colour and black and white reproductions.
I BELIEVE THAT A **PASSION** FOR THE SUBJECT IS ESSENTIAL.

Combining an Electronic Viewfinder with a mirrorless design to produce a compact, lightweight body, the stunning and multi-award winning Olympus OM-D E-M5 is a digital interchangeable lens camera of exceptional quality.

Check Art Filter effects, colour white balance, and exposure levels in real time. Create outstanding images.

**MY OM-D BY STEVE GOSLING**

Visit [www.olympus.co.uk](http://www.olympus.co.uk) for more information.